cancers is decreased. High rates of second tumors occur in people who
receive as little as 1000 cGy.

SYSTEMIC CANCER TREATMENTS
The concept that systemically administered agents may have a useful
effect on cancers was historically derived from three sets of observations. Paul Ehrlich in the nineteenth century observed that different
dyes reacted with different cell and tissue components. He hypothesized the existence of compounds that would be “magic bullets”
that might bind to tumors, owing to the affinity of the agent for the
tumor. A second observation was the toxic effects of certain mustard
gas derivatives on the bone marrow during World War I, leading
to the idea that smaller doses of these agents might be used to treat
tumors of marrow-derived cells. Finally, the observation that certain
tumors from hormone-responsive tissues, e.g., breast tumors, could
shrink after oophorectomy led to the idea that endogenous substances
promoting the growth of a tumor might be antagonized. Chemicals
achieving each of the goals are actually or intellectually the forbearers
of the currently used cancer chemotherapy agents.
Systemic cancer treatments are of four broad types. Conventional
“cytotoxic” chemotherapy agents were historically derived by the
empirical observation that these “small molecules” (generally with
molecular mass <1500 Da) could cause major regression of experimental tumors growing in animals. These agents mainly target DNA
structure or segregation of DNA as chromosomes in mitosis. Targeted
agents refer to small molecules or “biologics” (generally macromolecules such as antibodies or cytokines) designed and developed to
interact with a defined molecular target important in maintaining
the malignant state or expressed by the tumor cells. As described in
Chap. 102e, successful tumors have activated biochemical pathways
that lead to uncontrolled proliferation through the action of, e.g.,
oncogene products, loss of cell cycle inhibitors, or loss of cell death
regulation, and have acquired the capacity to replicate chromosomes
indefinitely, invade, metastasize, and evade the immune system.
Targeted therapies seek to capitalize on the biology behind the aberrant cellular behavior as a basis for therapeutic effects. Hormonal
therapies (the first form of targeted therapy) capitalize on the biochemical pathways underlying estrogen and androgen function and
action as a therapeutic basis for approaching patients with tumors of
breast, prostate, uterus, and ovarian origin. Biologic therapies are often
macromolecules that have a particular target (e.g., antigrowth factor

CANCER CHEMOTHERAPY
Principles The usefulness of any drug is governed by the extent to
which a given dose causes a useful result (therapeutic effect; in the case
of anticancer agents, toxicity to tumor cells) as opposed to a toxic effect
to the host. The therapeutic index is the degree of separation between
toxic and therapeutic doses. Really useful drugs have large therapeutic
indices, and this usually occurs when the drug target is expressed in the
disease-causing compartment as opposed to the normal compartment.
Classically, selective toxicity of an agent for a tissue or cell type is governed by the differential expression of a drug’s target in the “sensitive”
cell type or by differential drug accumulation into or elimination from
compartments where greater or lesser toxicity is experienced, respectively. Currently used chemotherapeutic agents have the unfortunate
property that their targets are present in both normal and tumor
tissues. Therefore, they have relatively narrow therapeutic indices.
Figure 103e-2 illustrates steps in cancer drug development.
Following demonstration of antitumor activity in animal models,
potentially useful anticancer agents are further evaluated to define
an optimal schedule of administration and arrive at a drug formulation designed for a given route of administration and schedule. Safety
testing in two species on an analogous schedule of administration
defines the starting dose for a phase 1 trial in humans, usually but
not always in patients with cancer who have exhausted “standard”
(already approved) treatments. The initial dose is usually one-sixth to
one-tenth of the dose just causing easily reversible toxicity in the more
sensitive animal species. Escalating doses of the drug are then given
during the human phase 1 trial until reversible toxicity is observed.
Dose-limiting toxicity (DLT) defines a dose that conveys greater toxicity than would be acceptable in routine practice, allowing definition
of a lower maximum-tolerated dose (MTD). The occurrence of toxicity is, if possible, correlated with plasma drug concentrations. The
MTD or a dose just lower than the MTD is usually the dose suitable
for phase 2 trials, where a fixed dose is administered to a relatively
homogeneous set of patients with a particular tumor type in an effort
to define whether the drug causes regression of tumors. In a phase
3 trial, evidence of improved overall survival or improvement in the
time to progression of disease on the part of the new drug is sought
in comparison to an appropriate control population, which is usually receiving an acceptable “standard of care” approach. A favorable
outcome of a phase 3 trial is the basis for application to a regulatory
agency for approval of the new agent for commercial marketing as safe
and possessing a measure of clinical effectiveness.
Response, defined as tumor shrinkage, is the most immediate indicator of drug effect. To be clinically valuable, responses must translate
into clinical benefit. This is conventionally established by a beneficial
effect on overall survival, or at least an increased time to further progression of disease. Karnofsky was among the first to champion the
evaluation of a chemotherapeutic agent’s benefit by carefully quantitating its effect on tumor size and using these measurements to objectively decide the basis for further treatment of a particular patient or
further clinical evaluation of a drug’s potential. A partial response (PR)
is defined conventionally as a decrease by at least 50% in a tumor’s
bidimensional area; a complete response (CR) connotes disappearance
of all tumor; progression of disease signifies an increase in size of existing lesions by >25% from baseline or best response or development of
new lesions; and stable disease fits into none of the above categories.
Newer evaluation systems, such as Response Evaluation Criteria in
Solid Tumors (RECIST), use unidimensional measurement, but the
intent is similar in rigorously defining evidence for the activity of the
agent in assessing its value to the patient. An active chemotherapy
agent conventionally has PR rates of at least 20–25% with reversible
non-life-threatening side effects, and it may then be suitable for study
in phase 3 trials to assess efficacy in comparison to standard or no therapy. Active efforts are being made to quantitate effects of anticancer
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OTHER LOCALIZED CANCER TREATMENTS
Endoscopy techniques may allow the placement of stents to unblock
viscera by mechanical means, palliating, for example, gastrointestinal
or biliary obstructions. Radiofrequency ablation (RFA) refers to the
use of focused microwave radiation to induce thermal injury within
a volume of tissue. RFA can be useful in the control of metastatic
lesions, particularly in liver, that may threaten biliary drainage (as one
example) and threaten quality and duration of useful life in patients
with otherwise unresectable disease. Cryosurgery uses extreme cold to
sterilize lesions in certain sites, such as prostate and kidney, when at
a very early stage, eliminating the need for modalities with more side
effects such as surgery or radiation.
Some chemicals (porphyrins, phthalocyanines) are preferentially
taken up by cancer cells by mechanisms not fully defined. When light,
usually delivered by a laser, is shone on cells containing these compounds, free radicals are generated and the cells die. Hematoporphyrins
and light (phototherapy) are being used with increasing frequency to
treat skin cancer; ovarian cancer; and cancers of the lung, colon,
rectum, and esophagus. Palliation of recurrent locally advanced
disease can sometimes be dramatic and last many months.
Infusion of chemotherapeutic or biologic agents or radiationbearing delivery devices such as isotope-coated glass spheres into local
sites through catheters inserted into specific vascular sites such as liver
or an extremity have been used in an effort to control disease limited to
that site; in selected cases, prolonged control of truly localized disease
has been possible.

or cytokine antibodies) or may have the capacity to regulate growth
of tumor cells or induce a host immune response to kill tumor cells.
Thus, biologic therapies include not only antibodies but also cytokines
and gene therapies.

